ABSTRACT. We construct a family of infinite-dimensional positive sub-coalgebras within the Grothendieck ring of Hecke algebras, when viewed as a Hopf algebra with respect to the induction and restriction functor. These sub-coalgebras have as structure constants the 3-point genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants of Grassmannians and are spanned by what we call cylindric Hecke characters, a particular set of virtual characters for whose computation we give several explicit combinatorial formulae. One of these expressions is a generalisation of Ram's formula for irreducible Hecke characters and uses cylindric broken rim hook tableaux. We show that the latter are in bijection with so-called 'ice configurations' on a cylindrical square lattice, which define the asymmetric six-vertex model in statistical mechanics. A key ingredient of our construction is an extension of the boson-fermion correspondence to Hecke algebras and employing the latter we find new expressions for Jing's vertex operators of Hall-Littlewood functions in terms of the six-vertex transfer matrices on the infinite planar lattice.
INTRODUCTION
Positivity phenomena attract a lot of attention within mathematics as they usually point towards links between different areas such as combinatorics, representation theory and geometry, and it has proved very fruitful in the past to investigate these connections. Combinatorial Hopf algebras are one particular example where such connections can be observed. Probably the simplest and best-studied example of a combinatorial Hopf algebra is the ring of symmetric functions Λ = lim S k [38] , where the structure constants with respect to the multiplication of two Schur functions are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients, certain non-negative integers. For the latter there exist combinatorial interpretations in terms of polytopes, a representation theoretic interpretation in terms of tensor multiplicites of the general linear group, and a geometric interpretation in terms of intersection numbers of Schubert varieties; see e.g. [8] .
In another development, there have been several applications of exactly solved models in statistical mechanics [2] to problems in combinatorics and enumerative geometry; see e.g. [39] and references therein. Two prominent examples are the proof of the alternating sign matrix conjecture via the six-vertex model [23] and the combinatorics underlying the RazumovStroganov conjecture [31] . The latter works revived the connection between statistical lattice models and combinatorics which goes back to the early works of Kasteleyn [19] and TemperleyFisher [34] in the 1960s.
In this article we shall combine these two strands, positivity phenomena and statistical mechanics models, by focussing on certain positive sub-coalgebras within the ring of symmetric functions Λ. This will be done via Gromov-Witten invariants of Grassmannians, which are a known geometric generalisation of Littlewood-Richardson numbers. They count algebraic curves intersecting Schubert varieties, and we are interested in a combinatorial algebraic structure, where these invariants are interpreted as structure constants. It turns out that this can be achieved by considering certain linear subspaces of Λ which are closed with respect to the coproduct [21] : instead of multiplying Schur functions, one considers the separation of variables for so-called cylindric generalisations of Schur functions which form a subcoalgebra in Λ. In order to describe the underlying combinatorics we identify the cylindric skew Schur function with the statistical mechanics partition function of the asymmetric six-vertex model on the cylinder. This yields a richer algebraic structure, which underlies an isomorphism between the ring of symmetric functions and the Grothendieck ring of Hecke algebras of type A. The long term aim is to generalise our approach to Hecke algebras of other types and, thus, to GromovWitten invariants of a larger class of varieties.
Denote by H m = H m (t ) the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of type A defined over C(t ) with t an indeterminate. We shall recall the definition of H m in the text, for the moment it suffices to think of the Hecke algebra as a t -deformation of the symmetric group algebra C[S m ]. Let R m (t ) be the Grothendieck group of finite-dimensional H m -modules and R(t ) = m≥0 R m (t ) the associated Grothendieck ring. Throughout this article we shall identify each M ∈ R m (t ) with its corresponding character χ M t ∈ Hom C(t ) (H m , C(t )). Similar to the case of the symmetric group, the irreducible H m -characters χ All these notions will be further explained in the text. The noteworthy property of these virtual characters is that they span a positive infinite-dimensional Z-coalgebra in R(t ) with respect to the restriction functor Res : R(t ) → R(t ) ⊗ R(t ). Our main result is the following: for examples) using the six-vertex model with a particular choice of Boltzmann weights. Within the physics community working on integrable or exactly solvable lattice models, the symmetric six-vertex model is one of the prototypical systems which is related to the quantum XXZ magnet or Heisenberg spin-chain [2] . In this article we focus on the lesser studied asymmetric six-vertex model instead.
To motivate the result (1.1) let us first recall the case of ordinary cohomology H * (Gr k (C n )):
one combinatorial method of computing the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient c λ µν , the intersection number of three hyperplanes in general position, is to consider (semi-standard) tableaux of shape λ and decompose these into sub-tableaux of shape µ ⊂ λ and skew shape λ/µ. Counting the number of skew tableaux that rectify under Schützenberger's jeu-de-taquin to an arbitrary but fixed tableau of shape ν then gives c λ µν ; see e.g. the textbook [8, §5.1,Cor 1 & Prop 2] for details. Algebraically, this method of calculating intersection numbers corresponds to computing the coproduct of Schur functions s λ in the ring of symmetric functions Λ. There exists a well-known (Hopf algebra) isomorphism which identifies the ring of symmetric functions with the Grothendieck ring of symmetric groups, the so-called characteristic map [26, Ch.I.7] , and a perhaps somewhat lesser known t -deformation ch t : R(t ) → Λ(t ) = Λ ⊗ C C(t ) of this map for the Grothendieck ring R(t ) of Hecke algebras [7, 36] . Under these isomorphisms the computation of the coproduct of Schur functions becomes the computation of the restriction functor acting on an irreducible character in R(t ). Theorem 1.1 is a generalisation of this algebraic approach to Gromov-Witten invariants, since the cohomology H * (Gr k (C n )) of Grassmannians can be viewed as a finite-dimensional sub-coalgebra of the infinite-dimensional coalgebra (1.1).
Asymmetric Ice and the Boson-Fermion Correspondence. For the combinatorial computation of the virtual characters χ λ[d ] t
in Theorem 1.1 we employ a bijection between broken rim hook tableaux and ice configurations on a cylindrical lattice, the so-called asymmetric sixvertex model. We start, however, with the infinite lattice and then project on the cylinder in the final step which will facilitate some of the computations involved.
In the infinite lattice limit, and under suitable boundary conditions, the transfer matrices of the asymmetric six-vertex model are related to the Geck-Rouquier central elements [9] spanning Z (t ) = m≥0 Z (H m (t )), where Z (H m (t )) is the centre of the Hecke algebra H m (t ). The proof exploits the commutative diagram (1.2) of algebra isomorphisms given below, which is a t -deformation of an analogous diagram explaining why the character table of the symmetric groups provides a change of basis between Schur functions and power sums in the ring of symmetric functions; see e.g. [26, Ch.I.7] .
The isomorphism R(t ) ∼ → Z (t ) on the top of the diagram (1.2) is given via the trace map, which sends each M ∈ R m (t ) to its trace function χ M t = Tr M ∈ Hom C(t ) (H m , C(t )) which in turn defines an element in Z (H m ) by fixing the coefficients with respect to the Geck-Rouqier basis in Z (H m ). The map F t : Z (t ) → Λ(t ) is a t -extension of the Frobenius map defined in [36] , which sends the Geck-Rouquier elements to certain symmetric functions which are a t -deformation of the power sums, while the quantum characteristic map ch t : R(t ) → Λ(t ) sends the irreducibles to the basis of Schur functions in Λ(t ) = Λ ⊗ C C(t ). Thus, the expansion of Schur functions into the symmetric functions that are the image of the Geck-Rouquier central elements then yields the character table {χ λ t | λ m} of the Hecke algebra H m (t ), where the partitions λ m label the irreducible modules in R m (t ). There is an alternative, 'fermionic', version of the upper right triangle of the diagram (1.2): on the left side of the diagram we identify the partitions λ labelling the irreducible Hecke characters in R(t ) with so-called Maya diagrams σ(λ, c) : Z → {0, 1} of fixed charge c ∈ Z, a binary sequence satisfying certain boundary conditions at infinity. The linear span of these Maya diagrams is isomorphic to the infinite wedge space ∞ 2 ,c V , which is called the fermionic Fock space in the physics literature [16] . Each such Maya diagram is mapped to a 'spinconfiguration' of the six-vertex model: a 1-letter corresponding to a spin pointing down, a 0-letter to a spin pointing up. The transfer matrices of the six-vertex model therefore act naturally on this space forming a commutative subalgebra in End
,c V ⊗ C C(t ). In the next step we then use the boson-fermion correspondence ı :
,c V → Λ to map each Maya diagram fixed by a partition λ to the Schur function s λ . Changing base to C(t ) and using the quantum characteristic map ch t : R(t ) → Λ(t ) from (1.2) we prove that its image, the Schur function s λ , is the partition function of the the asymmetric six-vertex model at the so-called free fermion point.
Let 〈 · , · 〉 :
,c V (t ) be the unique bilinear form with respect to which the Maya diagrams are an orthonormal basis. Fix an infinite alphabet X = x 1 + x 2 + · · · of commuting indeterminates, the so-called 'spectral parameters' of the six-vertex model, which are related to the Miwa variables Y = y 1 + y 2 + · · · of the ring of symmetric functions Λ by the plethystic substitution Y = (t − 1)X . Then we have the following combinatorial description of the boson-fermion correspondence for Hecke algebras: The proof of the proposition rests on a bijection between six-vertex lattice configurations and broken rim hook tableaux, examples of which are shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. There exists by now a plethora of different combinatorial applications of the six-vertex model, see e.g. [39] , but to the best of the author's knowledge the bijection discussed in this article is new. In particular, we prove that the action of the six-vertex transfer matrix A in the fermionic Fock space is described by the same t -extension of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule as the one for Hecke characters derived in [29] . The latter is a generalisation of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule that allows one to recursively compute the values of irreducible characters χ λ of the symmetric group S m : fix a cycle σ ∈ S m of length and let π ∈ S m be of cycle type µ m = m − containing the remaining m − letters on which S m acts by permutations. Then 4) where the sum runs over all partitions ν m such that the skew diagram λ/ν is a connected rim hook or border strip (the precise definition will be given in the text below) and r (λ/ν) is the number of rows it occupies. In the case of the Hecke algebra the above rule becomes tdeformed and one has to allow for broken, disconnected, rim hooks as well. It is only at the level of the Hecke algebra that one can fully see the connection with the asymmetric six-vertex FIGURE 1.1. A depiction of the boson-fermion correspondence. Shown is the bijection between Maya diagrams (a fermion or spin configuration on the infinite line where black bullets represent particles and white bullets are 'holes') and Young diagrams of partitions. Adding a row configuration of water molecules, 'ice', to the Maya diagram, adds a broken rim hook (red squares) to the corresponding partition. At the very bottom the same ice configuration is displayed in terms of coloured edges.
model, albeit a degenerate version of it, describing cylindric versions of symmetric group characters [21] , can be defined in the t → 1 limit. As a 'by-product' of the proof of Proposition 1.2 we derive novel expressions for Jing's vertexoperators Φ ± (x; t ) : Λ(t ) → Λ(t ) describing Hall-Littlewood functions at generic t [18] in terms of the six-vertex transfer matrix. Vertex operators play an important role in the representation theory of Kac-Moody algebras and conformal field theory. The precise connection is as follows: define another, t -deformed, bilinear form 〈 · , · 〉 t : 
where ı t :
While connections between the symmetric six-vertex model and vertex operators are part of the Kyoto School approach [17] to the computation of correlation functions, where one heavily exploits the underlying quantum group symmetry, we stress that this algebraic structure is not available here, since we are dealing with the asymmetric six-vertex model and consider solutions to the Yang-Baxter equations which are not derived from intertwiners of quantum group representations but instead have a geometric origin, so-called convolution algebras. FIGURE 1.2. A configuration of water molecules, 'ice', on a square lattice. As explained in the text each such configuration can be mapped to a unique broken rim hook tableau and the latter are used in the computation of irreducible Hecke characters.
The vertex operators Φ ± (x; t ) we will consider in this article play an important role in several areas of mathematics: their specialisation at t = 0 yields the vertex operators of the free boson conformal field theory with central charge c = 1, they form the simplest example of a vertex operator algebra. They also simplify the study of Hall-Littlewood functions and connected geometric representation theory; see e.g. [13] and references therein. Finally, there are connections with classical integrable hierarchies, systems of non-linear PDEs which have soliton solutions [16] : at t = −1 one obtains the vertex operators connected to Schur's Q-functions. Similar as Schur functions (t = 0) are polynomial solutions to the KP hierarchy describing shallow water waves, Schur's Q-functions (t = −1) are solutions to the BKP hierarchy [6] . Proposition 1.3 thus establishes a direct link between the asymmetric six-vertex model and these classical integrable hierarchies. A connection we plan to explore further in future work, in this article, however, we limit ourselves to deriving new simple (fermionic) formulae for the vertex operators Φ ± (x; t ) in terms of the six-vertex transfer matrices as we do not wish the present discussion to distract from the main result, which is Theorem 1.1.
1.2.
Periodic boundary conditions and small quantum cohomology. Quantum cohomology had its origin in mathematical physics [10, 14, 35, 37] in connection with fusion rings of WessZumino-Witten conformal field theories before becoming a subject of mathematical study in its own right. One of the first and best studied examples is the quantum cohomology of Grassmannians. Denote by q H * (Gr k (C n )) the small quantum cohomology ring of the Grassmannian Gr k (C n ), the variety of k-hyperplanes in C n , whose structure constants are the Gromov-Witten invariants appearing in Theorem 1.1. There is a known presentation of this ring as a quotient of the ring of symmetric functions due to Siebert and Tian [33] . In this article, we exploit the socalled rim hook algorithm [3] to describe the projection π k,n : Λ q H * (Gr k (C n )). The latter, in conjunction with the boson-fermion correspondence, induces a fermionic analogue of the rim hook algorithm, π k,n :
) at the bottom of the diagram is the simplest case of the Satake correspondence which maps finite wedge products to Schubert classes; see [12] and references therein.
In terms of the asymmetric six-vertex model the projection π k,n corresponds to changing from the infinite square lattice to a cylindrical lattice of circumference n and with quasiperiodic boundary conditions, where the quantum parameter q of quantum cohomology is identified with the quasi-periodicity parameter of the lattice model; similar as it has been discussed previously in [20] for certain five-vertex degenerations of the six-vertex model where one Boltzmann weight is set to zero. The dimension k of the hyperplanes is fixed by the number of fermions or down spins, which is left invariant under the action of the transfer matrix. The resulting cylindrical versions of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rules then define -via the inverse characteristic map -the virtual character set R k,n (t ). In fact, we will introduce the following cylindrical analogue of the boson-fermion correspondence (
} is the pre-image of the basis of Schubert classes under the Satake correspondence ϕ in (1.5) and H (x; t ) is the six-vertex transfer matrix for the periodic lattice (up to an important normalisation factor) satisfying, π k,n • A(x; t ) = H (x; t )•π k,n . The matrix element has the physical interpretation of being the partition function of the asymmetric six-vertex model on the infinite cylinder and is mathematically a formal power series in the quantum parameter q whose coefficients are symmetric functions in the spectral variables x i .
The expansion formula (1.1) is proved by using the Bethe ansatz, a well-established technique in quantum integrable systems, which allows us to describe the spectrum of the transfer matrices H for the cylindrical lattice. Namely, using that the eigenbasis of the asymmetric sixvertex transfer matrices coincides with the basis of idempotents in q H * (Gr k (C n )), one shows that the partition functions for the cylindrical lattice with quasi-periodic boundary conditions are t -deformations of the cylindric Schur functions considered in [11, 24, 27] and [21] . We show that the pre-image of these cylindric Schur functions with respect to the quantum characteristic map ch t in (1.2) are the virtual characters in R k,n (t ) of Theorem 1.1.
1.3.
Outline of the article. Section 2 reviews some of the preliminary results and combinatorial notions needed for the discussion, such as the boson-fermion correspondence, the quantum characteristic map and the computation of Hecke characters via broken rim hook tableaux. Section 4 introduces the asymmetric six-vertex model as a combinatorial tool and shows that A is the six-vertex transfer matrix on the infinite lattice. It also discusses the underlying solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation and the resulting Yang-Baxter algebras which are described in terms of broken rim hook tableaux. The discussion is then extended to periodic boundary conditions to motivate the definition of cylindric broken rim hook tableaux. The section ends with a discussion of the eigenvalue problem of the transfer matrix for periodic boundary conditions using the Bethe ansatz. The latter leads to a set of polynomial equations whose quotient ring is the small quantum cohomology of Grassmannians. The main result states that the six-vertex transfer matrix with periodic boundary conditions corresponds to multiplication by certain (t -deformed) linear combinations of Chern classes of the tautological and quotient bundle in q H * (Gr k (C n )). Section 5 gives the definition of cylindric Hecke characters in terms of the asymmetric sixvertex model on the cylinder. We show that the latter are virtual characters in R(t ) and compute their co-product proving Theorem 1.1. We also prove that the cylindric Hecke characters are mapped to cylindric Schur functions under the quantum characteristic map.
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Notation. Throughout this article tensor products ⊗ are always understood to be tensor products over the complex numbers, ⊗ C , unless stated otherwise.
COMBINATORIAL PRELIMINARIES
In order to keep this article self-contained we briefly review the boson-fermion correspondence and some connected combinatorial notions. We then recall known formulae for the computation of Hecke characters and the quantum characteristic map from (1.2).
Maya diagrams and the fermionic Fock space.
A Maya diagram is an infinite binary string σ : Z → {0, 1} such that there exists integers n ± (σ) ∈ Z with σ i = 1 for all i ≤ n − and σ i = 0 for all
the charge of the Maya diagram. The set of Maya diagrams of fixed charge c ∈ Z is in bijection with the set of partitions P + : given a partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ , 0, . . .) define the Maya diagram σ(λ) by setting
In particular, the empty partition ∅ = (0, 0, . . .) corresponds to the Maya diagram σ i = 1 for i ≤ c and σ i = 0 for i > c. We adopt the common notations |σ(λ)| def = |λ| for the weight of a partition, i.e. the sum of its parts, and (σ) def = (λ) for its length, i.e. the number of nonzero parts. Note that (λ) = i >n − σ i (λ) and λ 1 = i <n + (1 − σ i (λ)). Conversely, fix λ and c ∈ Z, then we have that n − (σ(λ, c)) = c − (λ) and n + (σ(λ, c)) = c +λ 1 . A graphical depiction of the bijection (2.2) is shown in Figure 1 .1.
The fermionic Fock space is defined as the direct sum F = c∈Z F c , where F c is the formal Clinear span of Maya diagrams σ : Z → {0, 1} of charge c (not their pointwise addition). The space F is naturally endowed with an action of the Clifford algebra Cl with generators {ψ
Namely, define maps ψ
where i : Z → {0, 1} is the map j → δ i j and the maps σ ± i : Z → {0, 1} are defined via pointwise summation, (σ± i )( j ) = σ j ±δ i j . In particular, both are well-defined Maya diagrams. In words, modulo a sign factor acting with ψ − i on a Maya diagram changes a one-letter at position i into a zero-letter or, if there is none, gives the null vector. Similarly, ψ + i changes a zero-letter at position i into a one-letter.
Remark 2.1. Instead of using Maya diagrams it is often customary to identify the basis elements in the fermionic Fock space F c with 'semi-infinite wedge products'. Namely, let 
for some r ∈ Z ≥0 and fixed charge c ∈ Z. This is the notation used in the introduction. These wedge products should be understood as formal symbols which are antisymmetric under the exchange of the basis vectors 
In this article we have used the language of Maya diagrams instead in order to elucidate the connection with the six-vertex model. . Here Y = y 1 + y 2 + · · · is some infinite auxiliary alphabet of commuting indeterminates, the so-called Miwa variables. Recall that the set {p
is known as the Hall inner product. We let h act on Λ by identifying for r > 0 the p r as multiplication operators and p −r → r ∂/∂p r as differential operators. Following the literature we call
It is well-known that the following operators on the fermionic Fock space F c of fixed charge c ∈ Z,
also define a representation ρ c : h → End F c of the Heisenberg algebra by mapping p r → P r .
Note that P −r σ(∅, c) = 0 for all r ∈ N, c ∈ Z and, hence, the representation is highest weight.
In fact, all the P r are locally nilpotent, i.e. for each σ ∈ F there exists N = N σ ∈ N such that P N r σ = 0. Let z be some indeterminate and fix an inner product on F by setting
for any two Maya diagrams σ, σ . Then (ψ
and P * r = P −r . An essential part of the boson-fermion correspondence is the following statement:
where
That is, we have the identity ı • P r = p r • ı for all r = 0. Moreover, ı is an isometry with respect to the inner products (2.6) and (2.8).
In light of the isomorphism (2.9) it is convenient to enlarge the Heisenberg algebra h by the central element p 0 def = z(∂/∂z) and introduce on F the 'charge operator' P 0 satisfying 2.3. The quantum characteristic map. Following the exposition in [36] the following is a brief summary of the connection between the centres of Hecke algebras and the ring of symmetric functions. Let t be an indeterminate, the 'deformation parameter', then the Hecke algebra H m = H m (t ) is the C(t )-algebra generated by {T 1 , . . . , T m−1 } subject to the relations
Because of the latter relations the algebra H m can be viewed as a t -deformation of the symmetric group algebra C[S m ]. Given a permutation w ∈ S m , let w = s i 1 . . . s i r be a reduced expression in terms of the elementary transpositions s i ∈ S m , then we set T w = T i 1 . . . T i r . The relations (2.10) ensure that the element T w is independent of the choice of the reduced expression for w. Moreover, the elements {T w } w∈S m form a basis of H m . It is well-known that the finite-dimensional representations of the Hecke algebras H m carry the structure of a Hopf algebra. Namely, let R(t ) = m≥0 C(t ) ⊗ Z R m (t ), where R m (t ) is the Grothendieck group of finite-dimensional H m -modules M and we set R 0 (t ) = C(t ). Define a graded algebra structure on R(t ) by introducing a product
where M is a H m -module, N a H n -module and one uses the natural embedding S m × S n → S m+n to identify H m ⊗ H n as a subalgebra in H m+n . 1 In fact, R(t ) can be turned into a graded Hopf algebra by also using the restriction functor to define the co-product ∆ :
In what follows, we will identify elements in M ∈ R m (t ) with their trace functions χ
with (w) denoting the length of the permutation w ∈ S m . Then given a trace function χ t ∈ R m (t ) we assign to it the element w∈S m χ t (T w )T ∨ w in the centre Z (H m ). This map defines a bijection R m (t ) → Z (H m ) and its extension R(t ) → Z (t ) with Z (t ) = m≥0 Z (H m (t )) then induces a (Hopf ) algebra structure on Z (t ) by demanding that the latter is a (Hopf) algebra isomorphism. Here we have set Z (H 0 ) = C(t ).
In order to formulate an analogue of the Frobenius map for H m , one first has to fix a basis in each of the centres Z (H m ). The latter is a t -deformation of the basis of class sums in the centre Z (CS m ) of the symmetric group algebra. Recall that the conjugacy classes C α ⊂ S m consist of all permutations of fixed cycle type α = (α 1 , . . . , α ) where α is a partition of m. Define the following minimal length element in C α ,
The following elements, known as Geck-Rouquier central elements,
are well-defined and can be shown to specialise to the class sums w∈C α w ∈ Z (CS m ) in the limit t → 1.
Theorem 2.4 (Geck-Rouquier). The set {c α | α m} forms a basis of Z (H m ).
Other choices of bases and the transition matrices between them can be found in [25, 36] and in the references cited therein.
Denote by Λ m (t ) = Λ m ⊗ C(t ), where Λ m is the set of homogeneous symmetric functions of degree m. Following [36] define the quantum Frobenius map
where (using plethystic notation
with the alphabet Y = y 1 + y 2 + · · · , replaced by the alphabet X = Y /(t − 1); see e.g. [26] .
Theorem 2.5 (Wan-Wang). The quantum Frobenius map F t : Z (t ) → Λ(t ) is an algebra isomorphism.
1 Namely, define a map
The plethystic substitution X → X /(t − 1) in terms of power sums is the unique ring isomorphism determined
Note that the Frobenius map is 'degree preserving', that is
is then defined as the unique map such that the following diagram commutes,
2.4. Hecke characters and rim hook tableaux. In order to describe the quantum characteristic map ch t explicitly, we now recall the following t -extension of the Frobenius formula, which is due to Ram [29] . Given two partitions λ, µ ∈ P + such that µ ⊂ λ we say that the skew Young diagram λ/µ is a (connected) rim hook h if it consists of a sequence of squares along the SE corner of the Young diagram of λ such that two consecutive squares s, s ∈ h share exactly one edge and λ/µ does not contain a 2×2 block of squares. The length |h| of a rim hook is simply the number of squares it contains.
A broken rim hook b is a finite sequence of rim hooks such that h, h ∈ b share at most a common corner but not an edge. Denote by |b| = h∈b |h| the length of a broken rim hook.
Define a (skew rim hook) tableau T of shape λ/µ and content α to be a sequence of par-
We can interpret such a sequence as a map T : λ/µ → {1, . . . , } by filling the squares in λ (i ) /λ (i −1) with the integer i .
Given a broken rim hook tableau T define the following weight function via 
with r (h) denoting the number of rows a rim hook h ∈ b occupies, by c(h) the number of columns and by #b the number of (connected) rim hooks h contained in b. 
Theorem 2.7 (Ram). (i) Any trace function χ t ∈ R m (t ) is completely determined by the values
χ t (α) def = χ t (T w α ), where T w α ∈ H m
is the element fixed by (2.13). (ii) One has the following textension of the Frobenius formula,
In particular, it follows from (2.18) and (2.20) that ch t (χ λ t ) = s λ which completely fixes the quantum characteristic map (2.15).
2.5. Skew Schur functions and the restriction functor. Using the basis of Schur functions {s λ : λ ∈ P + } define the following product, coproduct, unit, co-unit and antipode on Λ(t ),
where f (t ) ∈ C(t ), λ denotes the conjugate partition of λ, and c λ µν ∈ Z ≥0 are the LittlewoodRichardson coefficients which are fixed via Proof. The first part is due to Zelevinsky [38] and involves a straightforward checking of the Hopf algebra axioms. The second follows from (2.20) and that the monomial symmetric functions {m λ | λ ∈ P + } form a basis [26, Ch.I].
Our main interest in this article will be the following generalisation of the Frobenius formula (2.18) and its dual version (2.20) to skew diagrams: define the (virtual) skew character
then we have the following:
and 27) where the sums run respectively over all partitions λ and ν such that |λ| = |µ| + |ν|.
]. Both sets of symmetric functions form dual bases with respect to the Hall inner product, 〈h λ , m µ 〉 = δ λµ [36] . Thus,
Here we have used in the first line the known expansion of skew Schur functions into Schur functions and in the second line that s * µ s λ = s λ/µ , where s * µ is the adjoint of the operator which multiplies with the Schur function s µ . The latter identity follows from 〈∆( f ), g ⊗ h〉 = 〈 f , g h〉 which holds for all f , g , h ∈ Λ(t ); see e.g. [26] .
The skew character (2.25) can be obtained combinatorially by summing over all broken rim hook tableaux of skew shape λ/ν and naturally appears in connection with the Hopf-algebra structure on R(t ) via (2.24), Res
is identically zero unless µ ⊂ λ, i.e. the Young diagram of λ contains the Young diagram of µ. It follows at once that for fixed integers 0 ≤ k ≤ n the corresponding subset
of irreducible characters spans a finite-dimensional sub-coalgebra of R(t ). Recall that the cohomology ring H * (Gr k (C n )) of the Grassmannian has a natural Frobenius algebra structure (see e.g. [1] ) and, thus, a coproduct.
The main result (1.1) of this article is a generalisation of the last statement to the quantum cohomology of Grassmannians.
A HECKE VERSION OF THE BOSON-FERMION CORRESPONDENCE
In this section we extend the boson-fermion correspondence (2.9) to Hecke algebras. That is, we perform the plethystic variable substitution
and then show that the matrix element on the right hand side in (2.9) can be rewritten in terms of certain fermionic operators A ∈ End(F c ⊗ C(t )) whose matrix elements give Hecke instead of symmetric group characters. We identify these operators via the boson-fermion correspondence with so-called 'half-vertex operators' acting on the bosonic Fock space Λ(t ) and relate them to known (bosonic) vertex operators in the literature [18] . In a subsequent section we then show that these fermionic operators are the transfer matrices of the asymmetric six-vertex model on the infinite lattice and, thus, that the matrix element in (2.9) can be identified with its partition function under the plethystic variable transformation Y → X = (t − 1)Y .
3.1.
A t -deformation of the Clifford algebra. Set F (t ) = F ⊗ C(t ) and define the following tdeformation of the fermion fields (2.4) in End F (t ),
and
Via a straightforward computation one obtains the following: Lemma 3.1. We have the commutation relations
Note that ψ
, so the above operators are a deformation of the Clifford algebra rep-
(t ) and define the following 'half-vertex' operator
where x is a formal variable, the 'spectral parameter' of the six-vertex model discussed in one of the subsequent sections. The operator A(x; t ) should be understood as a formal power series in the variable x,
with coefficients A r (t ) ∈ End F (t ). Our motivation for introducing the above operator is Proposition 1.2 from the introduction. We prove the proposition via a couple of lemmata. The second result we require to prove Proposition 3.2 is the following description of the action of the coefficients of the half-vertex operator (3.3).
Proposition 3.2. Consider the following t -extension
ı t = ı ⊗ 1 : F ⊗ C(t ) → c∈Z z c ⊗ (Λ ⊗ C(t )) (3.4) of the boson-fermion correspondence (2.9). Then for any f ∈ C(t ), v ∈ F , v ⊗ f → ı t (v ⊗ f ) = c∈Z z c ⊗ 〈v ⊗ f , A(x 1 ; t )A(x 2 ; t ) · · · σ(∅, c)〉,(3.
Lemma 3.3. The operator E i j
(t ) = (1 − t )ψ − i (t )ψ + j (t ) with i < j acts on Maya diagrams via E i j (t )σ(µ, c) = (t −1 − 1)(−t ) r (λ/µ)−1 σ(λ, c), λ/µ
Lemma 3.4. Under the t -extension (3.4) of the boson-fermion correspondence the A-operator (3.3) is given by multiplication with the function h r [(t − 1)Y ]. That is, we have the identity
for all r ∈ Z ≥0 . In particular, we have the following expression in terms of the Heisenberg algebra:
Note that it follows from (3.6) that the operators A r (t ) ∈ End F (t ) commute with each other.
Proof. The case r = 0 is trivial. Let r > 0 then we infer from the definition (3.3) that
Thus, by the previous lemma we must have that A r σ(µ, c) is a linear combination of Maya diagrams σ(λ, c) with b = λ/µ being a broken rim hook of length r and with 0 < #b ≤ s. According to Lemma 3.3 each rim hook h ∈ b gives rise to a factor
But since h∈b |h| = r we arrive at
where the sum runs over all partitions λ such λ/µ is a broken rim hook of length r . The assertion now follows from (2.26) and ı t (σ(λ, c)) = s λ .
Proof of Proposition 3.2.
Repeated application of Lemma 3.4 together with formulae (2.26) and (2.27) now yields the following: for any partition µ and charge c ∈ Z one has 8) where the last sum runs over all partitions λ containing µ. To see this, first observe that the right hand side of (3.7) can be re-written as
Employing the generalised Cauchy identity [26] i , j >0
1 − x i y j
together with the Littlewood-Richardson expansion of products of Schur functions,
we arrive at (3. 
Then the transformation matrix between the bases {η µ,c | µ ∈ P + , c ∈ Z} and {σ(λ, c) 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the identity (2.18),
and (3.6).
In order to make contact with vertex operators previously defined in the literature, we also compute the inverse of the operator (3.3).
Corollary 3.6. The operator (3.3) is invertible. That is, we have the identities
and, thus, A −1 (x; t ) = A(xt ; t −1 ). Explicitly, Proof. The first assertion (3.10) can be easily deduced from (3.7). The rest of the proof then follows along similar steps as the proof of Proposition 3.2 using Lemma 3.4. We therefore omit the details. Remark 3.7. Note that while (3.1), (3.2) are defined in End F (t ) the matrix elements of the operators (3.3) and (3.11) are both polynomial in t . This can be seen from (3.8) and (3.12), respectively. The skew Schur functions in both expressions acquire only a polynomial dependence on t under the plethystic substitutions X → (t − 1)X and X → (1 − t )X . In particular, we can view the operator coefficients A r (t ) and A −1
Only when making the plethystic substitution X = Y /(t − 1) in (3.5) do we need to work over the rational functions in t .
Vertex operators and Hall-Littlewood functions.
We now relate the operator (3.3) and its inverse (3.11) to Jing's vertex operators for Hall-Littlewood functions [18] : define on the bosonic Fock space Λ(t ) the bilinear form
(3.14)
and introduce the vertex operators where Φ + is the adjoint of Φ − with respect to the inner product (3.14). The latter are known to obey the commutation relations
Equivalently, the fields Φ − i (t ) obey the relations
In order to make the connection with the the operators (3.3) and (3.11) we need first to introduce the analogue of the basis {s λ [(1 − t )Y ]} appearing in (3.14) in the fermionic Fock space F (t ).
and, thus, introducing the bilinear form
turns the isomorphism ı t : F (t ) → c∈Z z c ⊗Λ(t ) into an isometry with respect to the inner product (3.14).
Proof. It follows from (3.6) and (3.10) that A
−1 r (t ) corresponds to multiplying with h r [(1 − t )Y ] in Λ(t ). The assertions are now immediate from the known Jacobi-Trudi identity [26, Ch.I]
The following corollary, Proposition 1.3 in the introduction, now states the precise relationship between (3.3) and the above vertex operators: 
Moreover, introduce the operators
and given any partition λ of length , the image of the vectors
σ(∅, c) under the boson-fermion correspondence are the Hall-Littlewood functions Q λ (y; t ).
Proof. We have done all the computational work in previous lemmata: the identity (3.7) and (3.10) allows us to identify (3.3) and (3.11) as the half-vertex operators exp ± r >0
in the defintion of Φ ± (x; t ). Using the inner product from the previous lemma then uniquely defines their adjoint operators in End F (t ). The assertion regarding Hall-Littlewood functions is a direct consequence of the known result [18] for the bosonic vertex operators Φ ± and exploiting the boson-fermion correspondence (3.5).
THE ASYMMETRIC SIX-VERTEX MODEL
In this section we develop a 'graphical calculus' for computing the matrix elements of the half-vertex operators (3.3) and (3.11), the Hecke characters, using a known exactly solvable lattice model from statistical mechanics [2] . While the model is known, its combinatorial description and connection to Hecke characters presented here are new. 
N(orth), E(ast), S(outh).
A lattice configuration C is a map E → {0, 1}. We assign each configuration C a 'Boltzmann weight' 3 by setting
where the values prob(v) = prob(W, N, E, S) = ω i , i = 1, . . . , 6 for six individual vertex configurations are displayed in Figure 4 .1. All other remaining vertex configurations are forbidden, i.e. they have probability or weight zero. If ω 1 = ω 2 , ω 3 = ω 4 and ω 5 = ω 6 the the model is called symmetric, otherwise asymmetric. While the set of allowed vertex configurations will remain the same across the square lattice, we will vary below the weights {ω 1 , . . . , ω 6 } depending on the lattice row number i , that is consider different weights ω r = ω r (i ). In addition, we will impose certain conditions on some lattice edges at the boundary of Γ, i.e. fix their values. In order to compute the actual probability Prob(C ) for a certain lattice configuration C to occur we must divide by the partition function, i.e. Prob(C ) = prob(C )/Z , where Z is the weighted sum over all lattice configurations,
Here we have tacitly assumed that all of the above expressions are finite. We will show this for the infinite lattice below by imposing suitable boundary conditions. One of our results will be to identify the matrix element in (3.5) as the partition function (4.1) for the infinite lattice and a special choice of Boltzmann weights.
Transfer matrices and Yang-Baxter algebras.
We start by computing the partition function for a single lattice row, the so-called transfer matrix. The partition function (4.1) for the full lattice can then be expressed as product of transfer matrices; see equation (4.15) below. For this reason, we will consider the eigenvalue problem of the transfer matrices in a later section to compute its matrix products more easily. The particular choice of vertex configurations in 4.1 stands out as they allow one to express the transfer matrices in terms of solutions to the 
Here ρ, ρ , σ, σ ∈ {0, 1} are respectively the value of the W, N, E, S edge of a vertex. Explicitly, Note that we allow for ω = ω = ω or ω = ω etc. We identify elements in V ⊗ V ⊗ V with elements in W = k⊗V ⊗V ⊗V in the natural way,
Proposition 4.1 (Baxter). The three R-matrices associated with the weights ω, ω , ω obey the Yang-Baxter equation
in End(W ), where R i j acts non-trivially only in the i th and j th factor of the tensor product V ⊗3 .
Proof. A straightforward but lengthy computation; see [2] for details.
Consider the tensor product V = k ⊗ V ⊗n , the so-called quantum space, and define the row 
Corollary 4.2. The monodromy matrices satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation
R 12 (ω)T 1 (ω )T 2 (ω ) = T 2 (ω )T 1 (ω )R 12 (ω) (4.10)
The latter equation is equivalent to the following commutation relations between the monodromy matrix elements,
as well as
(4.14)
Let the square lattice Γ ⊂ Z × Z have n columns and k rows, i.e. Γ = {(i , j ) :
Fix the values of the top vertical lattice edges to be σ 1 , . . . , σ n , the ones at the bottom to be σ 1 , . . . , σ n and the values of the horizontal boundary edges to be α 1 , . . . , α k on the left and β 1 , . . . , β k on the right; see Figure 4 .2. Proof. A straightforward computation which is standard in integrable lattice models and follows from the definition of the monodromy matrix.
Lemma 4.3. The partition function (4.1) of the asymmetric six-vertex model with the boundary conditions as described above is given by the following matrix element,
In the following section we give a combinatorial realisation of the Yang-Baxter algebra in terms of broken rim hooks. V k , where V k is spanned by
Denote by {v λ : λ ∈ P + k,n } the dual basis. In order to describe the action of the Yang-Baxter algebra, we first note that by construction the matrix elements
with X = A, B,C , D are polynomial in the Boltzmann weights. Then each generator X = A, B,C , D of the Yang-Baxter algebra can be decomposed into a sum X = r ≥0 X r such that the non-vanishing matrix elements 〈λ|X r |µ〉 ∈ C[ω 1 , . . . , ω 6 ] are all of degree r in the variables ω 2 , ω 4 , ω 6 . We ignore the degrees in the variables ω 1 , ω 3 , ω 5 . In what follows we describe the action of each of the X r rather than the action of the corresponding generator X . Define the following six-vertex Boltzmann weight (probability) of a broken rim hook b = λ/µ, Consider the matrix element 〈λ|A|µ〉 for λ, µ ∈ P + ,n , then we need to show that 〈λ|A|µ〉 = prob(b) if λ/µ is a broken rim hook and vanishes otherwise.
First we note that it follows from Rule 2 that the vertices with weight ω 5 and ω 6 always occur in pairs. This implies that the corresponding binary strings σ(λ), σ(µ) must have the same number of 1-letters. Hence, 〈λ|A|µ〉 = 0 if λ ∈ P + ,n and µ ∈ P + ,n with = . Furthermore, all paths segments in Figure 4 .1 propagate either downward or to the right. Therefore, each of the 1-letter positions in σ(λ) must be greater or equal than the ones in σ(µ) (when numbering 1-letters from left to right). Employing the correspondence between 01-words and partitions we can conclude that µ ⊂ λ.
We claim that each set of r consecutive vertices starting with a vertex of weight ω 6 in column i and ending with one of weight ω 5 in column j corresponds to adding a ribbon or rim hook h of length r = j − i to µ. According to Rule 2, there is a 1-letter in σ(µ) and a 0-letter in σ(λ) at position i , while there is 0-letter in σ(µ) and a 1-letter in σ(λ) at position j . Strictly in between positions i and j the binary strings σ(µ) and σ(λ) must be identical. According to the bijection (2.2) with c = this corresponds to adding a box with diagonal or content k for each i ≤ k < j . One then easily verifies that the second and fourth vertex configurations in Figure 4 .1 correspond to having two consecutive squares in a column and row of λ/µ, respectively. The fifth and sixth vertex configuration signal the start and the end of the rim hook h.
Similarly, it follows from Rule 3 that the substrings of σ(µ) and σ(λ) in between the end of one rim hook and the start of another must be identical. Thus, the first (third) vertex in lattice column (row) j corresponds to having no square s = (x, y) in λ/µ with diagonal y − x = j −n −1. If there are no rim hooks added then we must have trivially that σ(µ) = σ(λ) and λ = µ.
Since the map (2.2) is a bijection, we deduce that for each given broken rim hook b each of the above statements can be reversed. For each rim hook h ∈ b starting at position i and ending at position j we must have that the 01-substrings of σ(µ), σ(λ) in between these positions are identical. Hence, Rule 2 follows. Because we only consider partitions with λ 1 ≤ n − and (λ) ≤ one obtains Rule 1: either there is a rim hook starting (ending) in the first (last) column, or there is not. Similarly, Rule 3 is obtained by considering columns in λ which do not intersect λ/µ, with the last case (no vertices of type ω 5 or ω 6 ) corresponding to λ = µ, the empty skew diagram.
For the D-operator the argument is similar, but now the bijection between a row configuration and a skew diagram µ/λ which is a broken rim hook is different. Namely, given a row configuration where the values of the top vertical edges are fixed by σ(µ) and the ones on the bottom by σ(λ), remove a square from the Young diagram Y of µ for each unoccupied horizontal lattice edge (value 0) between two 1-letters starting at the bottom. For instance, suppose there are k unoccupied horizontal lattice edges between the leftmost lattice site and the first 1-letter position in σ(µ), then we would remove k squares from the bottom row of Y . If there are k unoccupied edges between the first and second 1-letter position in σ(µ), then we remove k squares from the second row from the the bottom, etc. We omit the further steps in roving the bijection as they are analogous to the ones used in the case of the A-operator. We now consider the off-diagonal elements of the monodromy matrix (4.9) of the asymmetric six-vertex model. As before we decompose B = r ≥0 B r and C = r ≥0 C r where the nonvanishing matrix elements of B r ,C r are all of degree r in the variables ω 2 , ω 4 , ω 6 .
. Then Note that the coefficients in (4.18) are still polynomial in the ω i , i = 1, . . . , 6 because each B -configuration contains at least one vertex with weight ω 6 and each C -configuration at least one vertex with weight ω 5 . Thus, prob(b) and prob(b) each contain at least one factor ω 6 and ω 5 , respectively.
Proof. Note that for the B -operator we can use the previous bijection proved for the A-operator by prepending a vertex configuration of weight ω 6 ; see The argument for the C -operator is analogous: prepend a vertex of weight ω 5 to the lattice row configuration to obtain a row configuration of the D-operator and use the previous bijection from Proposition 4.4 to deduce the result. 
The infinite lattice and vertex operators.
We now make contact with our previous discussion of Hecke characters and vertex operators. Namely, we will show that the half-vertex operator (3.3) is the transfer matrix of the asymmetric six-vertex model on the infinite lattice Γ = Z × Z under the following choice of Boltzmann weights in Figure 4 .1:
In order for the transfer matrix and partition function (4.1) to be finite, we need to impose special boundary conditions on the lattice. Consider a single (infinite) lattice row, which we identify with Z, and for two arbitrary but fixed Maya diagrams σ, σ restrict the model to those configurations C = C (σ, σ ), where the value of the upper vertical edge (N) of each vertex v i is fixed by σ i and the value of the lower vertical edge (S) by σ i with i ∈ Z. Because of the definition of Maya diagrams, it follows from Rule 1 in the proof of Prop 4.4 that for i −1 only vertex configurations with weight ω 3 and for i 1 only vertices of weight ω 1 can occur. Due to these boundary conditions, and because of the choice (4.19), we deduce that prob(v i ) = 1 except for finitely many i ∈ Z. Proof. This is a direct consequence of the bijection between six-vertex lattice configurations and broken rim hooks for finite lattices in Prop 4.4, which extends in a straightforward manner to the infinite lattice due to the chosen boundary conditions for the configurations C (σ, σ ) with σ, σ being Maya diagrams. Under the choice (4.19) we then have that any broken rim hook b = λ(σ )/µ(σ) and the corresponding six-vertex lattice configuration C (T ) have equal weights, prob(b) = (t − 1) wt(b).
It is evident from (3.10) that we can express the inverse vertex operator A −1 (x; t ) through the following 'local change' of six-vertex Boltzmann weights:
Corollary 4.9. Making the choice
for the six-vertex Boltzmann weights in Figure 4 .1 we obtain
Proof. The proof is analogous to showing (4.20) by using (3.10). We therefore omit it.
N.B. it follows from (4.19) and ( 
Proof. This is a special case of the identity (4.15), where we we fix the boundary conditions α = β and then sum over all binary strings α.
We now wish to extend our previous result (4.17) to the case of periodic boundary conditions with the aim of introducing cylindric analogues of Hecke characters.
First, we recall the notion of cylindric loops. The latter were introduced by Gessel and Krattenthaler [11] in the context of cylindric plane partitions. We adopt here the notation used in [28] .
Fix two integers n ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Given a partition λ ∈ P + k,n , define for every r ∈ Z a cylindric loop λ[r ] as the following infinite integer sequence,
, . . .) . In complete analogy with the non-cylindric case we define a cylindric broken rim hook tableau to be a sequence T = (λ (0) , λ (1) , . . . , λ ( ) ) of cylindric loops such that
is a broken rim hook of length |b i | < n and set prob(T )
For an example of a cylindric broken rim hook tableau see Figure 4 .5.
N.B. that we have excluded the case of broken rim hooks of length greater or equal than n. First note that τ r = 0 for r > n by definition of the transfer matrix. Furthermore,
Because the circumference of the cylinder is n any rim hook of length n must be connected and is just a winding around the cylinder yielding a factor of qω 26) where the sum runs over all cylindric broken rim hook tableaux
of weight α and degree
Proof. Because prob(T ) factorises into a product, it suffices to prove the assertion for = 1. be adding an n-ribbon to the latter. This n-ribbon must contain the boxes of µ/λ since the latter is a broken rim hook of length n − r < n. Thus, λ/1/µ must also be a broken rim hook that contains those boxes of the added n-ribbon that are not in µ/λ and, hence, is of length r . Furthermore, we have that prob(µ/λ) = prob(λ/d /µ), which follows from the relations #(µ/λ) = #(λ/1/µ) and
The latter are a direct consequence of the definition of the cylindric broken rim hook λ/1/µ from µ/λ. The first one is obvious: since λ/1/µ is the complement of the (connected) n-ribbon added to λ with respect to µ/λ, the cylindric broken rim hook must have as many connected components as µ/λ. To show the remaining two relations, observe that for each column (row) not intersecting µ/λ there must be a corresponding square in a rim hook h ∈ λ/1/µ. But because λ [1] is obtained by adding a connected n-ribbon to λ for each such rim hook h there is one additional square in the column (row) to the right (below).
4.6. Hecke characters and the free fermion point. So far we have kept the discussion completely general with respect to the possible choice of Boltzmann weights ω in Figure ( 4.1) other than that ω 1 and ω 3 have inverses; see (4.6) . In order to connect with the previous discussion of Hecke characters we now make the following special choice for the Boltzmann weights ω:
Setting a = −1, b = t we recover (4.19) , while setting a = −t and b = 1 we obtain (4.21). Thus, by introducing the variables a, b in (4.27) we can treat both cases at once. We shall think of the x i , the 'spectral parameters', as commuting indeterminates with the label i being the lattice Note that under the choice (4.27) the first quadric in (4.6) vanishes, ∆ = 0. For the symmetric six-vertex model this case is usually referred to as the free fermion point in the physics literature.
The next proposition shows, for the more general case of quasi-periodic boundary conditions, that under the choice (4.27) the asymmetric six-vertex transfer matrices factorises into two 5-vertex transfer matrices of the so-called vicious and osculating walker models; see [20] and references therein. 
Let R = R (x i ; a = 0, b = 1) be the vicious walker R-matrix and R = R (x i ; a = 0, b = 1) the osculating R-matrix. Then one shows by a direct computation that the following block decomposition with respect to the above isomorphism V ⊗ V ∼ = W ⊕ W ⊥ holds true,
The assertion now easily follows from the definition of the transfer matrices τ , τ as partial traces of the monodromy matrices T , T which consist of products of R , R -matrices.
The transfer matrices of the vicious and osculating walker models are known to commute; see e.g. [20] . Therefore, it follows that any two six-vertex transfer matrices with different choices of (a, b) in (4.27) must commute as well. More generally, we can make the following statement regarding their Yang-Baxter algebras: denote by T (x i ) = T (x i ; a, b) and T (x j ) = T (x j ; a , b ) the monodromy matrices (4.9) for two independent choices of the Boltzmann weights (4.27). While in both cases the first quadric ∆ in (4.6) vanishes, the second quadric Γ in general differs, violating the condition (4.7) of Prop 4.1. Nevertheless, we have the following result: Proposition 4.14. The monodromy matrices of the above six-vertex models satisfy the YangBaxter equation
where R(
is the asymmetric six-vertex R-matrix with Boltzmann weights
Proof. It suffices to check this for a lattice with one site, as the monodromy matrix T consists of a product of R-matrices. The computation is somewhat tedious and lengthy but straightforward and consists of checking individual matrix elements. We omit the computational details. 
4.7.
Bethe ansatz equations and quantum cohomology. The main purpose of this section is to describe the eigenvalues of the six-vertex transfer matrix with periodic boundary conditions and Boltzmann weights (4.27) . First, we use the Bethe ansatz to obtain an algebraic description of the eigenvalues as symmetric functions in the so-called Bethe roots, solutions to a set of polynomial equations called the Bethe ansatz equations. In the second half of this section we then describe the transfer matrix as a multiplication operator in a particular quotient of the ring of symmetric functions that we show to be a two-parameter extension of the small quantum cohomology ring of Grassmannians. Consider the decomposition V = n k=0 32) where the set {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k } are k distinct solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations
In particular, the Bethe ansatz is 'complete', that is all eigenvalues of the transfer matrix are obtained this way and the latter is diagonalisable.
Proof. The solution of the eigenvalue problem of the transfer matrix is a standard computation using the algebraic Bethe ansatz or the quantum inverse scattering method and has been carried out for the five-vertex transfer matrices τ , τ in [20] . It then follows at once from (4.28) that the common eigenbasis constructed previously for τ , τ is also an eigenbasis of τ. We therefore describe only briefly the various steps involved. One makes the ansatz that the eigenvectors of the transfer matrix τ = A + qD are of the form |y〉 = B (y 1 )B (y 2 ) · · · B (y k )v 0 with the so-called 'pseudovacuum' vector v 0 spanning V 0 ∼ = C. Using the Yang-Baxter algebra relations (4.29) one commutes the transfer matrix τ = A + qD past the B -operators and, noting that τv 0 = (1 + qω n 4 )v 0 , one derives necessary conditions on the y i for |y〉 to be an eigenvector. This computation yields the equations (4.33). For the 5-vertex models τ , τ the eigenvectors have been shown [20] to be of the following explicit form,
where the sum runs over all partitions λ ∈ P
, s λ is the Schur polynomial in k variables and ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k ) are k solutions to (4.33) with the ξ j being mutually distinct.
From the same computation one also infers the form (4.32) of the eigenvalues as the action of τ on v 0 can be easily computed. Finally, one verifies that the solutions to (4.33) give rise to 
For a proof see e.g. [22, Prop 10.4] . Note that we need both roots, q ±1/n , as the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix will depend on ξ j and the eigenvectors (4.34) depend on ξ −1 j . Since the B -operators mutually commute, the coefficients of the eigenvectors (4.34) are symmetric polynomials in the Bethe roots ξ −1 j and the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix symmetric polynomials in the ξ j . Therefore, we are interested in describing the properties of symmetric polynomials when the latter are evaluated at solutions of (4.33).
Introduce the symmetric polynomial ∆(y) = 1≤i , j ≤k,i = j (y i − y j ) and consider the localisa-
The latter is needed to capture the property that the Bethe roots ξ j of (4.33) are mutually distinct.
and, vice versa, the set of zeroes of the ideal 〈h n+1−k , . . . , h n−1 , h n + (−1) k q〉 is given by Ξ k,n .
Proof. One first shows that I k,n is radical and then uses Hilbert's Nullstellensatz. The proof follows the same lines as [22, Proof of Theorem 6.20] and we therefore omit the details.
is the small quantum cohomology ring of the Grassmannian and the e i are the elementary symmetric polynomials in the variables y = (y 1 , . . . , y k ).
Remark 4.19. The presentation (4.37) of the small quantum cohomology ring q H * (Gr k (C n ); Z) is due to Siebert and Tian [33] . Geometrically, the polynomials e i and h i can be identified with the Chern classes of the tautological and the quotient bundle, respectively. The corresponding Chern polynomials are the eigenvalues of the transfer matrices τ , τ in (4.28); see [20] . The Schur polynomials, which can be expressed as the determinants {s λ = det(h λ i −i + j ) 1≤i , j ≤k | λ 1 ≤ n −k}, then represent the Schubert classes, which form a basis of the ring. Changing the base to C[q ± 1 n ] yields a semi-simple ring; see e.g. [5, 33] and [1, Prop 6.5] . In the latter works the Bethe roots are the Chern roots, which can be identified with the critical points of a Landau-Ginzburg potential when representing q H * (Gr k (C n ); Z) as a Jacobi-algebra.
Denote by Func(P Proof. We verify the isomorphism ev by identifying the idempotents in both rings. For each λ ∈ P + k,n introduce the polynomials
Because of the identity (see e.g. [22] )
(4.38) the F λ map under ev to the functions δ λ : P
The latter are obviously the idempotents of Func(P
. In order to see that the F λ are the idempotents of R k,n , note that
Inserting the Bertram-Vafa-Intriligator formula 4 [4, 35, 14] for the Gromov-Witten invariants and performing the summation over α, β we obtain
This concludes the analysis of the solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations (4.33). We now turn to the description of the eigenvalues (4.32) of the six-vertex transfer matrix with Boltzmann weights (4.27) and periodic boundary conditions using (4.28) . In light of the expression (4.32) we consider the generating function Proof. Assume that ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k ) is a solution of (4.33). Then it follows that (4.32) is an eigenvalue of the transfer matrix τ(x; a, b). The matrix elements of the latter are polynomial in x and at most of degree n and therefore it follows that (4.32) must be polynomial in x as well. N.B. the Bethe eigenvectors (4.34) of the transfer matrix do not depend on x. Hence, the series expansion of (4.32) at x = 0 must terminate after n terms giving the second relation in (4.41). Noting further that τ(x; a, b)v λ = q x n a k b n−k v λ + . . .
with the omitted terms having coefficients of degree strictly less than n in x, one arrives at the first relation in (4.41).
To show that (4.41) implies (4.33), first note that the former relations imply that (4.32) is polynomial in x, as just discussed. Hence, the residues of (4. In summary, Lemma 4.22 allows us to identify the eigenvalue problem of the six-vertex transfer matrix with Boltzmann weights (4.27) with multiplication in the quotient ring (4.44).
4.8.
A fermionic version of the rim hook algorithm. Having established a correspondence between solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations (4.33) and the small quantum cohomology of the Grassmannians, we can apply the following result, known as 'rim hook algorithm'.
Recall that for n fixed the n-coreλ of a partition λ is obtained by deleting a maximal number of (connected) n-rim hooks from its Young diagram; see e.g. [26, Ch.I.1]. The resulting n-core is unique. In particular, it does not depend on the choice of n-rim hooks removed. The n-weight d (λ) of λ is the maximal number of n-rim hooks which can be removed. For the proof of the above lemma we refer the reader to [3] . We now state the fermionic analogue of Lemma 4.23 in terms of Maya diagrams by exploiting the boson-fermion correspondence.
The process of finding the n-coreλ of λ in (4.47) can be nicely described in terms of the Maya diagram σ(λ, c) (where c ∈ Z is arbitrary) as follows [15] : form an abacus with n infinite vertical runners (oriented south to north) where we place a bead on the i th runner at height h ∈ Z if σ j = 1 for j = i + hn with i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. For h 0 the runners will be filled with beads without any gaps due to the definition of the Maya diagram. The n-core is now obtained by moving on each runner the beads downwards as far as they can go. The resulting Maya diagramσ of charge c corresponds uniquely to a partitionλ under the bijection (2.2), which is the n-core of λ.
There is one more ingredient we need from the abacus configuration associated with λ: starting from the lowest row of the abacus in which there exists a gap, number the beads consecutively from left to right and then move up to the next row. Following [15, Section 2.7] we call this a natural numbering of the beads. Keeping the numbering unchanged move the individual beads downwards as far as they go to obtain the n-coreλ. The resulting numbering of the beads forλ will in general differ from the natural numbering forλ. Let w λ be the permutation which sends the natural numbering ofλ to the numbering obtained from λ as described above. 
where ϕ is the Satake correspondence, ϕ :
